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AMERICA’S PIONEER AND LEADER IN SOUND SUPPRESSION
Advanced Armament Company consists of passionate innovators driven by a culture of 

continuous improvement and a commitment to deliver the most-effective silencers and defense products.   

Superior science, engineering and design is the foundation of our rugged, lightweight and adaptable silencers. Ranging from 

rimfire to 50 BMG, we develop products tailored to the most-popular platforms and calibers. Our passion for perfection ensures 

we deliver the best silencers and defense products to support the missions of our military, law enforcement, and civilian consumers.
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NEW FOR 2023

RANGER 5
MISSION FOCUSED AND BUILT TO ENDURE.

This new robust silencer from AAC is engineered for the toughest usage and conditions.
With a serviceable front end cap, full-auto compatibility, and an included 1.375-24 mount,

the versatile Ranger Series is focused on reliable performance.

5RANGER

Full auto rated

Removable front end cap Oversized baffles and end cap to 6mm

REDUCTIONATTACHMENTFINISHMATERIALSDIAMETERLENGTHWEIGHTCALIBERS

32dB1.5"
5.825"

With Direct
Thread Mount

15.2 oz 1.375-24
Universal Mount *

High Temp 
Cerakote

718 Inconel and 17-4 H900 
Stainless Steel5.56mm

 RANGER 5      MSRP: $899.99

* Ships with direct thread mount in 1/2-28 with built in muzzle brake

NEW FOR 2023

RANGER 7
MISSION FOCUSED AND BUILT TO ENDURE.

This new robust silencer from AAC is engineered for the toughest usage and conditions.
With a serviceable front end cap, full-auto compatibility, and an included 1.375-24 mount,

the versatile Ranger Series is focused on reliable performance.

4 2023 CATALOG

• 24dB reduction in 300WM with 26" bolt action
• 30dB on a 20" Remington 700 using M80 ammo

Removable front end cap Full auto rated

24dB

30dB
1.5"

6.75"
With Direct

Thread Mount
17.2 oz 1.375-24

Universal Mount *
High Temp 
Cerakote

718 Inconel and 17-4 H900 
Stainless Steel

300 Win Mag

308 Win

REDUCTIONATTACHMENTFINISHMATERIALSDIAMETERLENGTHWEIGHTCALIBERS

RANGER 7      MSRP: $899.99

* Ships with direct thread mount in 5/8-24 with built in muzzle brake



NEW FOR 2023

7MK13-SD* 20" Remington 700 300 Win Mag, Remington 180 Grain Core-Lokt + PSP6 2023 CATALOG

MK13-SD

S.P.L.REDUCTIONATTACHMENTFINISHMATERIALSDIAMETERLENGTHWEIGHTCALIBERS

133dB *28-33dB *1.5"9.5"15 oz 90T Taper MountCeraKoteGrade 5 & 9 Ti

300 WIN MAG

Grade 5 Titanium monolithic ba re and Grade 9 Titanium tube give 
the Mk13-SD an improbable weight of 15 ounces, and the durability to 

withstand the 300 Win Mag muzzle pressures and temperatures

Small size and light weight, it delivers greater sound reduction and accuracy 
than any similarly-sized competing model. NSN: 1005-01-599-7024

7.62 X 51MM

MK13-SD      MSRP: $1,149.99



HALCYON
THE JOY OF SHOOTING. RADICALLY REDESIGNED.

The new Halcyon from AAC is everything you want from a rimfire silencer and nothing you don’t.
Go from long to short configurations in seconds, and easily disassemble without any

tools required. No smoke, no mirrors, no unfounded claims — best in class, period.

9HALCYON8 2023 CATALOG

COMPACT

FULL

Modular design is 22 LR full-auto rated, 5.7 ratedOverbuilt for maximum performance and durability without the excess weight

Features indexed, shielded Titanium K-baffles

114dB *42dB *1.0"

Full

5.8"

Compact

3.41"

Full

6.4 oz

Compact

4.5 oz

Direct ThreadBlack PVD17-4PH T6, 
Titanium

17 HMR
22 Long Rifle
22 Win Mag
5.7x28mm

SOUND PRESSURE LEVELREDUCTIONATTACHMENTFINISHMATERIALSDIAMETERLENGTHWEIGHTCALIBERS

HALCYON      MSRP: $449.00

* Walther P-22, Remington Standard Velocity

RIMFIRE



TI-RANT 9M-HD
ONE TAX STAMP. TWO SILENCER CONFIGURATIONS.

AAC’s standard-setting 9mm pistol silencer is back, now in a modular format. With the Ti-RANT 9M-HD, the sweet
sound shooters have loved for nearly a decade is now available in a user-configurable design, with no tools required.

11TI-RANT 9M10 2023 CATALOG

FULL

COMPACT

Quickly and easily configure from full-sized 8-inch
silencer to a 5.8-inch compact model

Modular design features three front-most advanced 7075-T6
baffles in an easily removable auxiliary baffle module

No tools needed

Piston sold separately

First 5 baffles machined from 17-4 PH SS

1.4"

Full

8"
Full

32dB *
Full

124dB *

Compact

5.8"
Compact

21dB **
Compact

134dB **

Full

11.3 oz

Compact

9.2 oz

Direct Thread
3-LUG AdapterBlack PVD

Grade 9 Ti,
17-4 PH SS, 

7075-T6

9mm Luger
22 Long Rifle

300 BLK
Sub-Sonic

357 Mag
38 Special

SOUND PRESSURE LEVELREDUCTIONATTACHMENTFINISHMATERIALSDIAMETERLENGTHWEIGHTCALIBERS

TI-RANT 9M-HD      MSRP: $849.99

* Smith and Wesson M&P 9mm, Rem L9MM9    ** Smith and Wesson M&P 9mm, Rem L9MM9

PISTOL



TI-RANT 45M
FULL OF HIGH QUALITY FEATURES USERS HAVE COME TO EXPECT FROM AAC.

Without the use of tools, you can instantly reconfigure the Ti-RANT 45M from a full sized 9-inch silencer into a 6.9-inch compact
model, meaning the best selling silencer for 45 Auto, 44 Mag, and 9mm Luger hosts is now even more versatile.

13TI-RANT 45M12 2023 CATALOG

FULL
COMPACT

1.4"

Full

9"
Full

31dB *
Full

131dB *

Compact

6.9"
Compact
21dB **

Compact
141dB **

Full

11 oz

Compact

8 oz

Direct Thread
3-LUG AdapterBlack PVD

Grade 9 Ti,
17-4 PH SS, 

7075-T6

300 AAC BLK
357 Mag

44 Rem Mag

9mm Luger

40 S&W

45 Auto

22 Long Rifle

SOUND PRESSURE LEVELREDUCTIONATTACHMENTFINISHMATERIALSDIAMETERLENGTHWEIGHTCALIBERS

TI-RANT 45M       MSRP: $849.99

Modular design features three front-most advanced 7075-T6
baffles in an easily removable auxiliary baffle module

5/8 x 24 adapter enables users to employ their Ti-RANT 45M
on semi-automatic rifles, carbines, and pistols chambered in
300 AAC BLK for the purpose of firing subsonic ammunition

Optimized for use on 45 Auto hosts, it also provides excellent
sound reduction on 9mm, 300 AAC BLK hosts, and 44 Magnum rifles

Piston sold separately

Entire baffle stack can be easily removed for cleaning and maintenance No tools needed

* H&K USP Tactical 45, Rem 230gr L45AP4    ** H&K USP Tactical 45, Rem 230gr L45AP4

PISTOL



JAEGER 30
ENGINEERED FOR THE AMERICAN HUNTER.

Ruggedly engineered specifically for hunting and precision shooting applications, the Jaeger 30 delivers
the quiet, recoil-reducing edge for real world shooting scenarios in the field and on the range.

15JAEGER 3014 2023 CATALOG * 300 Win Mag    ** 308 Win    *** Subsonic 300 Blackout

SOUND PRESSURE LEVELREDUCTIONATTACHMENTFINISHMATERIALSDIAMETERLENGTHWEIGHTCALIBERS

JAEGER 30       MSRP: $474.99

Reduces 300 Win Mag to under 140db, 308 Win to 130db,
and subsonic 300 Blackout to mid 120db

5/8 x 24 direct-thread attachment

PVD finished titanium

Mil-Spec anodized aluminum

138dB *

136dB **

127dB ***

32dB1.47"9.28"13.9 oz Direct ThreadHard Coat
Anodizing

Aluminum & 
Titanium

300 Win Mag
308 Win

6.5 Creedmoor
300 AAC BLK

HUNTING



Small size and light weight, it delivers greater sound reduction and accuracy 
than any similarly-sized competing model. NSN: 1005-01-599-7024

Grade 5 Titanium monolithic baffle core and Grade 9 Titanium tube give
the Mk13-SD an improbable weight of 15 ounces, and the durability to

withstand the 300 Win Mag muzzle pressures and temperatures

17LEGACY16 2023 CATALOG

300-TM
The 300-TM is the direct-thread sibling of the military-tested and
adopted Mk13-SD. The 300-TM provides precision rifle users with
an unparalleled combination of quality and value.

MILITARY &
LAW ENFORCEMENT

MK13-SD
The military-chosen Mk13-SD is an ultra-lightweight, fast-attach, high
performance sound and flash suppressor engineered for bolt action
rifles chambered in 300 Winchester Magnum and 7.62 x 51 mm.

MILITARY & LAW ENFORCEMENT

300-TM       MSRP: $1,195.00MK13-SD       MSRP: $1,499.00

Combines the simplicity of direct-thread mounting with
an ultra-lightweight, high-strength Titanium body

Tuned to deliver class-leading accuracy and
minimal point of impact shift

Designed for use on bolt action 300 Win Mag and 7.62 NATO rifles

* 20" Remington 700 300 Win Mag, Remington 180 Grain Core-Lokt + PSP* 20" Remington 700 300 Win Mag, Remington 180 Grain Core-Lokt + PSP

137-142dB *28-33dB *Direct ThreadCeraKote

1.5"9.3"15.6 oz Grade 5 & 9 Ti

300 Win Mag

7.62 x 51mm

S.P.L.REDUCTIONATTACHMENTFINISH

MATERIALSDIAMETERLENGTHWEIGHTCALIBERS

137-142dB *28-33dB *90T Taper MountCeraKote

1.5"9.5"15 oz Grade 5 & 9 Ti

300 Win Mag

7.62 x 51mm

S.P.L.REDUCTIONATTACHMENTFINISH

MATERIALSDIAMETERLENGTHWEIGHTCALIBERS



Durable, fully-welded, Inconel 718 baffle core of the
SR-5 minimizes back pressure

Innovative blast baffle that provides additional erosion
resistance for use with short barreled hosts

SR series exclusive 90T Tapered Mount system provides users with
the ultimate balance of ease of use and effectiveness, delivering

ultra-reliable tight lock-up with superb alignment

Features a patented Hyposone baffle module for ultimate
sound reduction and accuracy

NSN: 1005-01-604-1555

Utilizes AAC’s 90T Ratchet Mount fast-attach system

19LEGACY18 2023 CATALOG

TITAN-QD
The All-Titanium, fully-welded TiTAN-QD is a lightweight, fast-attach
silencer for bolt action precision rifles chambered for the hard-hitting
long range .338 Lapua Magnum and 300 Win Mag cartridges.

SR-5
The SR-5 is an evolutionary fast-attach silencer for 5.56 hosts. Using a
variant of the AAC 90 tooth Ratchet Taper system, users can securely
install or remove the SR-5 in seconds using an intuitive motion and gross
motor skills. The rock solid interface minimizes point-of-impact shift and
enables users to fully explore the accuracy potential of their host weapon

* AI, Black Hills 250gr. * 14.5" Colt M4 / 14.5" MK18, M855

TITAN-QD       MSRP: $1,849.00 SR-5       MSRP: $849.00

138dB *32dB *90T Taper MountCeraKote

1.8"9.5"22.2 oz Grade 5 & 9 Ti

.338 Lapua Mag

300 Win Mag

300 Rem
Ultra Mag

308 Win

S.P.L.REDUCTIONATTACHMENTFINISH

MATERIALSDIAMETERLENGTHWEIGHTCALIBERS

133dB *32dB *90T Ratchet
Taper MountCeraKote

1.5"6.6"17.5 oz Inconel® 718,
316L SS5.56 NATO

S.P.L.REDUCTIONATTACHMENTFINISH

MATERIALSDIAMETERLENGTHWEIGHTCALIBERS

MILITARY & LAW ENFORCEMENTMILITARY & LAW ENFORCEMENT

Extreme durability makes full-time suppressed use a
reality on barrels as short as 10"

51T Ratchet Mount enables users to install or remove the M4-2000
in seconds, using an intuitive motion and gross motor skills

The gold standard in 5.56 NATO sound suppression, and
best overall balance of performance and durability

Designed to present a compact profile, it significantly reduces the sound
and flash signatures of its intended host firearms

For best results, use with barrels longer than 14.5"

Features a fully welded Inconel 718 baffle core and 51T Ratchet Mount

MINI4
Don’t let the size fool you, the Mini4 ultra-compact silencer
for CQC rifles and carbines is packed with hard-use technology

M4-2000
The M4-2000 is the industry-standard fast-attach silencer for 5.56 NATO
hosts. Through a rigorous program of continuous improvement, the
M4-2000 has consistently benefited from improvements and innovations
that have resulted in a smaller, lighter, and more efficient silencer.

MINI4       MSRP: $895.00 M4-2000       MSRP: $795.00

* 14.5" Colt M4 / 10.3" MK18, M855 * 14.5" Colt M4, M193

143dB *22dB *51T Ratchet
Taper MountCeraKote

1.5"5.3"13.5 oz Inconel® 718,
316L SS5.56 NATO

S.P.L.REDUCTIONATTACHMENTFINISH

MATERIALSDIAMETERLENGTHWEIGHTCALIBERS

133dB *32dB *51T Ratchet
Taper MountCeraKote

1.5"6.7"18.2 oz Inconel® 718,
316L SS5.56 NATO

S.P.L.REDUCTIONATTACHMENTFINISH

MATERIALSDIAMETERLENGTHWEIGHTCALIBERS
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Using a variant of the AAC 90 tooth Ratchet-Taper fast attach
system, users can securely install or remove the SR-7 in seconds

Rock-solid 90T Ratchet-Taper mounting system
provides stability and unrelenting accuracy

Exclusive to the SR series of silencers, our innovative 90T Tapered Mount
system provides users with the ultimate balance of ease of use and 

effectiveness, delivering ultra-reliable lock-up with superb alignment

Features a 360-degree fully welded Inconel baffle stack and
front-end cap to maximize durability on select fire 7.62mm hosts

When employed on a 9" MPW in 300 AAC Blackout, the overall SPL of
130 dB with subsonic ammo is as quiet as the legendary 9mm HK MPS-SD

Optimized for 300 BLK, the 7.62-SDN-6 also functions as a superb
multi-caliber suppressor, providing excellent performance on

7.62x51mm, 300 BLK, 6.8 SPC, 6.5 Creedmoor and 5.56 NATO

SR-7
The SR-7 is an evolutionary fast-attach silencer optimized for 7.62mm hosts.
It features an all-Inconel baffle system to withstand extreme heat and pressure 
while its reengineered blast baffle offers the maximum in sound reduction and 
erosion resistance.

762-SDN-6
The AAC 7.62-SDN-6 is a compact, fast-attach sound and flash
suppressor for and 300 AAC Blackout (7.62x35mm) firearms.

762-SDN-6       MSRP: $895.95 SR-7       MSRP: $949.00

* 14.5" KAC Battle Rifle, M80
** 9" 300 AAC MPW, Remington Subsonic 220 Grain OTFB

* 14.5" KAC Battle Rifle, M80
** 9" 300 AAC MPW, Remington Subsonic 220 Grain OTFB

142dB *

130dB **

25dB *

31dB **

51T Ratchet
Taper MountCeraKote

1.5"7.6"20.3 oz Inconel® 718,
316L SS

7.62 x 51mm

300 AAC Blackout

6.8mm
Remington SPC

5.56 NATO

S.P.L.REDUCTIONATTACHMENTFINISH

MATERIALSDIAMETERLENGTHWEIGHTCALIBERS

142dB *

130dB **

25dB *

31dB **

90T Taper MountCeraKote

1.5"7.5"19.6 oz Inconel® 718,
316L SS

7.62 x 51mm

300 AAC Blackout

6.8mm
Remington SPC

5.56 NATO

S.P.L.REDUCTIONATTACHMENTFINISH

MATERIALSDIAMETERLENGTHWEIGHTCALIBERS

Couples to a proprietary high-efficiency muzzle brake that features a
scaled-up version of the AAC Ratchet Latch fast-attach system

Constructed of specially heat-treated, high-strength alloys

Hand-welded to withstand the intense pressures of the 50 BMG cartridge

Couples to a Blackout flash hider using AAC’s rock-solid, evolutionary,
90-Tooth Ratchet Taper Mount. NSN: 1005-01-599-7029

Core is fully circumferentially welded to the Inconel®

outer tube and 316 stainless steel “fast-attach” mount

Features a rugged monolithic core of heat-treated Inconel® 718

CYCLOPS
The CYCLOPS is a fast-attach silencer for bolt-action and single-shot rifles
chambering the 50 BMG cartridge. Its revolutionary design significantly
reduces blast overpressure and environmental disturbance, while reducing
sound signatures at the shooter’s ear to well below the risk limit
associated with permanent hearing loss.

MG-SD
The military-chosen MG-SD is a single-unit solution for reducing the sound, flash 
and dust signature of belt-fed 7.62 and 5.56 light machine guns. It’s engineered 
from the ground up to handle the unrelenting heat and abrasive blasting from 
sustained firing, while helping to save lives and preserve hearing in combat.

MG-SD       MSRP: $2,295.00 CYCLOPS       MSRP: $2,595.00

* 29" MacMillan TAC-50, M-33 ball measured at shooter’s ear* FN M249, M855
** FN M240B, M80

137dB *32dB *
Various Via

90T Ratchet
Fast-Attach

CeraKote

2.5"15.8"4 lbs,
15 oz 4130 Steel50 BMG

S.P.L.REDUCTIONATTACHMENTFINISH

MATERIALSDIAMETERLENGTHWEIGHTCALIBERS

138dB *

25dB **

26dB *

Various Via
90T Ratchet
Fast-Attach

CeraKote

2"7.6"31 oz
316 L SS,

Inconel® 625
& 718

5.56 NATO

7.62 x 51mm

S.P.L.REDUCTIONATTACHMENTFINISH

MATERIALSDIAMETERLENGTHWEIGHTCALIBERS

MILITARY & LAW ENFORCEMENTMILITARY & LAW ENFORCEMENT



Considered one of the most effective small-arms
flash hiders in the world

Three-prong design all but eliminates visible
flash on barrels as short as 10 inches

Military chosen and adopted for the past decade

Available for the SR series silencers with 5.56 and 7.62 hosts

Available in a wide variety of thread pitches to fit most of
today’s commercial and military rifles

Military chosen and adopted for the past decade

Available in 5.56 and 7.62 hosts

Consistently rated as the best flash hider on the market today

ACCESSORIES

22 2023 CATALOG 23ACCESSORIES

90T BLACKOUT ACCESSORY 
MOUNTING FLASH HIDER

51T BLACKOUT
FLASH HIDER

FLASH HIDERS

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES



Heat-treated stainless steel construction

Matte bead-blasted finish

Engravings identify thread diameter, pitch,
and direction of rotation for installation

(Left Hand threads or Right Hand threads)

Replaces the driving spring in the ASAP
system, allows safe use of silencers on
host firearms with non-moving barrels

like pistol caliber carbines

 Shim Kit includes 6 different shims of varying 
thicknesses for the purpose of properly timing a 

flash hider or muzzle brake

The BLACKOUT Flash Hider Installation/
Removal Tool enables armorers to quickly
and easily install and remove a three-prong 

BLACKOUT flash hider using a 3/8-inch
socket wrench

The TRIAD Series are adapters that enable
users to install a Ti-RANT Series silencer onto
an H&K® MP-5 3-lug barrel or a barrel that has 

been adapted using a 3-lugged extension made
to the same specifications as an

H&K factory barrel

BLACKOUT muzzle brake provides excellent recoil mitigation

Easily install an AAC fast-attach silencer or other
accessory to their rifle or carbine

Available in 51T and 90T Ratchet-Taper
configurations for 5.56 and 7.62 hosts

Features mounting architecture to quickly and easily install
or remove an AAC TiTAN-QD or Mk13-SD

Available for precision rifles chambered in 7.62,
300 Win Mag, and .338 Lapua Mag

Designed to dampen recoil and minimize muzzle rise while
firing the hard-hitting 50 BMG cartridge

Architecture facilitates quick and easy installation and
removal of an AAC CYCLOPS silencer

Features a dual chamber design tuned for optimum recoil
management and enhanced accuracy

24 2023 CATALOG 25ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES

MUZZLE BRAKES SPACERS, ADAPTERS AND TOOLS

CYCLOPS
SILENCER MOUNTING
MUZZLE BRAKE

TITAN-QD AND MK13-SD 
SILENCER MOUNTING
MUZZLE BRAKE

TRIAD 3-LUG 
ADAPTERS (For Ti-Rant)

BLACKOUT FLASH 
HIDER INSTALLATION/
REMOVAL TOOL

51T AND 90T RATCHET-TAPER 
BLACKOUT ACCESSORY 
MOUNTING MUZZLE BRAKE

ILLUSION/TI-RANT 
ASAP ADAPTER 
PISTONS

FIXED BARREL
SPACERS

SHIM KITS

This fast-attach mounting system is compatible 
with both legacy and current production 51 
Tooth muzzle devices manufactured to AAC 

specifications.

51T S.T.A.M.P.
MOUNT

Designed to dampen and redirect muzzle gases, 
the BLAST OUT uses 1-3/8-24 HUB socket with 

a forward taper, and is designed to accept 
removable AAC fast-attach and direct-thread   

modular mounting options and front-end caps.

BLAST OUT 
MUZZLE BREAK

This adapter enables users of modular suppressors 
featuring industry-standard 1-3/8-24 threaded 

rear sockets to convert their suppressors to ½-28 
and 5/8-24 direct-thread configurations.

FLANGE INDEXING
DIRECT-THREAD
ADAPTERS
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28 LEGAL TERMS

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
Advanced Armament Company (AAC) silencers and silencer parts manufactured on or after 
November 1, 2021, are backed by our Limited Lifetime Warranty. Each AAC silencer and silencer 
part manufactured on or after November 1, 2021, is warranted to be free from defects in materials 
and craftsmanship for its lifetime. AAC will repair or replace free of charge any silencer or silencer 
part covered by this warranty that has a defect in materials or craftsmanship. The liability of AAC 
under this warranty shall be limited solely to the obligation to repair the defect or replace the silencer 
or silencer part (as determined in AAC’s sole discretion) and to pay transportation and insurance 
charges for return of the silencer or silencer part. This warranty is transferable for the lifetime of the 
silencer or silencer part.

LIMITATIONS
THIS EXPRESSED LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY IS THE ONLY WARRANTY ON AAC SILENCERS 
AND SILENCER PARTS. AAC SILENCERS AND SILENCER PARTS ARE SOLD “AS IS,” AND ANY 
WARRANTIES IMPLIED BY LAW, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS 
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED.

This Limited Lifetime Warranty does not cover silencers manufactured prior to November 1, 2021. 
However, as explained below, AAC can service them for a fee.

This warranty does not cover ordinary wear and tear or any damage resulting from careless or 
criminal handling, neglect, corrosion, unauthorized or improper installation or mounting on firearms, 
unauthorized or improper modifications, including modifications using non-AAC or otherwise 
incompatible parts, unauthorized or improper repairs or adjustments, use of improper, substandard, 
reloaded, or defective ammunition, or other unauthorized or unreasonable use of the silencer or 
silencer part. AAC, in its sole discretion, will determine if a particular issue or condition is covered by 
this warranty.

Baffle strikes which are not due to a defect in workmanship are not covered by this warranty.

Centerfire rifle caliber silencers are not warranted for use on barrels less than 10.5” in length on 
“intermediate” rifle cartridges, with the following exceptions:

 • Silencers are warranted on barrels as short as 9” for 300 AAC BLACKOUT; and
 • Silencers are only warranted on barrels as short as 14.5” for .308 WIN.

Under no circumstances shall AAC be responsible for incidental or consequential damages with respect 
to economic loss or injury to property, whether as a result of express or implied warranty, negligence, 
or otherwise. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential 
damages, so the above limitation may not apply to you. AAC will not be responsible for the results 
of ordinary wear and tear, careless or criminal handling, neglect, corrosion, unauthorized or improper 
installation or mounting on firearms, unauthorized or improper modifications, including modifications 
using non-AAC or otherwise incompatible parts, unauthorized or improper repairs or adjustments, use 
of improper, substandard, reloaded, or defective ammunition, or other unauthorized or unreasonable 
use. This warranty gives you legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state 
to state.

If your AAC silencer is not covered under this warranty for whatever reason, you nevertheless may 
be eligible to purchase a replacement silencer for half of the current Manufacturer’s Suggested 
Retail Price (MSRP) for the same or similar model silencer plus any transfer fees and the cost of 
the NFA tax stamp. Please call AAC Customer Service at 1-800-581-1610 for more information and 
eligibility requirements.

2023 CATALOG

WARRANTY CLAIMS
To initiate a Warranty claim, call AAC Customer Service at 1-800-581-1610, Monday through Friday, 
9am - 5pm CST. Customer service will issue an RMA number to allow for the return of the silencer or 
silencer part. Warranty claims must have this RMA filled out and included in the box with the silencer 
or silencer part. The returned item must be shipped using the prepaid label our representative emails 
to you. AAC will pay shipping and insurance charges for the return of a silencer or silencer part to 
its owner or FFL if the related claim is a proper claim for warranty work. If AAC is unable to repair 
any silencer or any serialized silencer part, a new replacement one will be provided, but it must be 
shipped to an FFL/SOT for transfer back to the customer. At which time another Form 4 process will 
be required. AAC will not be responsible for transfer fees at the FFL or the cost of the NFA tax stamp.

ADVANCED ARMAMENT CORPORATION-BRANDED
PRODUCTS MANUFACTURED PRIOR TO NOVEMBER 1, 2021
Advanced Armament Corporation-branded silencers or parts manufactured prior to November 1, 
2021, were not manufactured by Advanced Armament Company. Accordingly, Advanced Armament 
Company is unable to honor any warranties for any Advanced Armament Corporation -branded 
products that were manufactured prior to November 1, 2021. However; Advanced Armament Company 
will service such products for a fee. Advanced Armament Company acquired the rights to use the 
Advanced Armament Corporation brand and associated intellectual property in conjunction with the 
Remington Outdoor Company bankruptcy proceeding. AAC did not acquire any silencers associated 
with the Advanced Armament Corporation brand from Remington Outdoor Company. Most liabilities, 
including warranty claims, were also discharged in the bankruptcy proceeding. Accordingly, AAC is 
unable to honor any warranties for any Advanced Armament Corporation-branded products that were 
manufactured prior to November 1, 2021. However, AAC can service such products for a fee. Also, if you 
properly upgrade any silencer using new AAC parts manufactured on or after November 1, 2021, then 
those new parts would be covered by the warranty described above.

For more information about servicing or upgrading AAC-branded silencers manufactured prior to 
November 1, 2021, please call AAC Customer Service at 1-800-581-1610, Monday through Friday, 
9am - 5pm CST.

QUESTIONS
Call 1-800-581-1610, or visit us online at www.advanced-armament.com.

AAC, Blackout, Blastout, Brakeout, Hyposone, Illusion, Scilent, Squaredrop, X-Mark Pro, Halcyon, 
Ti-Raid, and Ti-RANT are trademarks of JJE Brands, LLC. Carpenter No. 158 is a trademark of 
CRS Holdings Inc.. Cerakote is a trademark of NIC Industries, Inc.. Glock is a trademark of GLOCK 
Gessellschaft mbH. Inconel is a trademark of Special Metals Corporation. H&K is a trademark 
of Heckler&Koch GmbH. Smith & Weson and M&P are trademarks of Smith & Wesson Corp. 
Colt is a trademark of New Colt Holding Corporation Delaware. Walther is a trademark of Carl 
Walther GmbH. FN is a trademark of FN Herstal SA Societe anonyme Belgium. Ruger and 10/22 
are trademarks of Sturm, Ruger & Company, Inc..

All photography is property of Advanced Armament Company.
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ADVANCED ARMAMENT COMPANY
5021 Bradford Dr. NW, Suite A, Huntsville, AL 35805

ADVANCED-ARMAMENT.COM


